AGENDA

GMF and ENWD meeting
1-3rd of June

Wednesday 1st of June

Bus departures from Stockholm/Arlanda
Departure time 16.00 from terminal 5
Arrival to Gimo/Öregrund and check-in in the evening

Thursday 2nd of June

09.00 - 12.00 GMF – meeting at Forsmark Conference Center
(Bus departures 08.00 from Strandhotellet in Öregrund and Gimo herrgård)

09.00 - 09.45 “Swedish nuclear power – status and challenges “
Vice Manager Lars Berglund, Vattenfall

09.45 - 10.15 Coffee break

10.15 - 11.00 “Decommissioning planning for Oskarhamn NPP:s challenges from a technical and a society perspective”
Mr Jörgen Eriksson, OKG AB

11.00 - 11.45 ”Spent Fuel Repository and extension of SFR”
Niklas Heneryd, Head of Unit site management Forsmark.
12.00 Lunch at Kraftkällan

13.30 - 16.40 Visit to SFR (Low and Intermediate waste), Forsmark 3, NPP and bus tour in the area

18.00 Departure from Öregrunds harbour with M/S Sunnan. A boat trip in the archipelago and “Archipelagobuffé” at Sundsvedens restaurang. Official dinner.

Friday 3rd of June

09.00 - 12.00 ENWD and GMF – meeting at Forsmark Conference center. (Bus departures 08.15 from Strandhotellet in Öregrund and Gimo herrgård)

“From your perspective, what subjects are or can be under discussion concerning the process for storing low-intermediate-high level waste in your country”

Presentations from the participating countries. Discussion

11.30 - 12.00 ENWD – Working meeting

12.00 - 13.00 Lunch at Kraftkällan

13.15 Bus departure from Forsmark to Stockholm/Arlanda